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A word 
from the 
Principal

Market performance. The ASX 200 currently stands
at 6,995, compared to 7,280 twelve months ago.
The market is being dominated by inflation and
interest rates, all stemming from the huge stimulus
provided during COVID.

More recently we have seen several banks in the US
get into trouble, as well as CreditSuisse in Europe.
This has primarily been caused by the fact banks
lend out more to borrowers than they have on
deposit, which is by design and an important way of
growing the economy. However, when enough
depositors want their money at the same time banks
can find it impossible to meet these demands.

While the topic of banks getting into trouble may
remind you of the global financial crisis in 2008, the
situation today is very different. Governments are
now a lot quicker to protect depositors and the
larger banks are forced to hold large amounts of
cash to survive a future financial crisis.

Interest rates. We’ve seen a steady stream of
interest rate rises since May last year. From a low of
0.1%, the RBA cash rate is now at 3.60%. Most
financial institutions believe there will be one or two
more increases before rates peak around mid year.
Another major factor is the so-called fixed rate
mortgage cliff. This refers to the fact that soon after
COVID first hit, many people fixed their mortgages at
very low rates of around 2.5%. A lot of these will
revert to variable rates this year, which will see
these people jump to over 5% overnight. This will
undoubtedly have a major effect on the economy.

Public policy challenges. Australia faces some major
public policy and fiscal challenges over the next few
years that will impact the wider economic outlook.
Programs that are facing major cost increases
include the National Disability and Insurance
Scheme, aged care, Defence, health and interest
costs on public debt. The government will struggle
to find revenue to meet these costs and we remain
heavily reliant on the resources sector and royalties
from mining exports. The federal budget on 9th May
is shaping up to be big night.

Welcome to our autumn newsletter. In this edition of
our newsletter, Nicole writes about ‘buy now pay later’
schemes, and Rian has some Centrelink updates.

Ambleside has become a regular contributor to The
Standard newspaper and ABC South West radio, where
we are regularly asked to comment on financial issues
that affect the people in our community. This includes
interest rates, employment, inflation and investments.
The most recent article, talks about wage and inflation
growth, is included later in this month’s newsletter.

Changes to superannuation are making big news at the
moment. As part of the wider budget review, Labor has
floated the idea of limiting the amount that can people
can hold in the accumulation phase of super. This is
taxed at a flat rate of 15% and there is currently no
limit. Labor has proposed taxing the first $3m at 15%
(no change), and anything above that at 30%. This is
expected to affect 80,000 Australians and won’t start
until July 2025 (after the next election). This seems to
be relatively minor change that will affect a small
proportion of people, and raise around $2bn a year in
tax.

One of the older super changes that has benefited
members is super stapling. This is particularly relevant
for younger workers who frequently change jobs early
in their careers. The introduction of super stapling
means working Australians will be attached to one
super fund for life unless they choose otherwise. The
measure aims to reduce the number of super accounts
people may acquire throughout their working life. We
often see people in their mid 20’s, who may have had a
few casual jobs in hospitality and retail, holding three or
four super funds all with small balances. Finally, a
reminder that from 1st July 2023, employer
contributions for super will increase from 10.5% to 11%.
These will eventually reach 12% by 1st July 2025.

Market update



Ambleside Footy Tipping 
Competition

We invite you to be a part of our 2023 Ambleside Footy Tipping Competition.

There is no cost to enter and we will be awarding prizes for first, second and third
places ($250, $200 and $150 respectively). If you are one of the winners, you can
pick a voucher from your favourite Kepler Street business (such as the Capital
Cinema, 2Tarts or Bohemia Café).

Whilst the first round is already complete, we would love you to join our
competition.

You can register via the link on our website “Footy Tipping Comp”. If you would like
to make your picks by phone each week, please reach out to Katherine at
katherine@ambleside.net.au or on 03 5561 5180.

Increase to Age Pension
We know that the age pension is an important source of income for many people.
Latest figures show roughly 39% of Australians of Age Pension age receive the full
Age Pension and a further 24% receive a part pension.

Centrelink payments are typically increased twice a year, in March and September.
The increase is linked to inflation, which as we know, has seen a big jump with
everyday items costing a lot more. In addition to the age pension, other payments
have increased, including jobseeker, youth allowance, parenting payment and rent
assistance.

Age pension rates. From 20 March 2023 the maximum full Age Pension increases
$37.50 per fortnight for a single person, and $28.20 per person per fortnight for a
couple.

Income and asset test. In addition to the rates, the upper limits for the assets test
and income test have increased. This means more people will qualify for the age
pension.



In recent years, the use of ‘buy now pay later’
payment platform services has been growing fast,
with many customers, predominantly millennials,
using this option to get the items they want now
without having to wait and save.

Afterpay is one of the most popular of these types
of services used, due to its simple payment
structure, user-friendly platform, and focus on
younger generations.

This payment platform enables customers access
to interest-free payments as customers split their
payments into four interest-free instalments, with
no credit checks. However, like any financial
product, there are potential drawbacks to
consider including the temptation to overspend,
late fees charges if payments are missed, and
while Afterpay does not require a credit check to
use the platform, missed payments can negatively
impact a customer's credit score.

Afterpay was established in 2014 when
interest rates were at 2.5 per cent and
continued to reduce over the years until now.
This saw more consumers' spending habits
increase and so did the demand for Afterpay,
making this one of Australia’s fasting growing
companies in recent years. Now that interest
rates are on the rise, Afterpay is facing
challenging times. For example, higher
interest rates can increase borrowing costs for
the company, potentially impacting its
profitability. This, in turn, could lead to higher
fees or interest rates for Afterpay users, which
could make the platform less attractive to
customers.

Higher interest rates can also impact consumer
spending and borrowing behaviour. As
borrowing costs increase, consumers may be
less likely to use credit or take on debt, which
could reduce demand for Afterpay's services.
Additionally, if consumers are spending less
overall, it could lead to a decrease in sales for
retailers, which could indirectly impact
Afterpay's revenue.

However, it's important to note that the
impact of rising interest rates on Afterpay is
not entirely clear. While higher interest rates
could negatively impact the company in the
short term, it's possible that they could also
have positive long-term effects. For example,
higher interest rates could lead to a reduction
in inflation, which could benefit the broader
economy and, in turn, support demand for
Afterpay's services.

Whether or not you believe this service
impacts consumer purchasing behaviour either
positively or negatively, is a discussion for
another day. It will be interesting to see how
Afterpay and other similar platforms can
remain a lucrative enterprise given they began
when interest rates were low and now that
rates are on the rise and it’s unknown how
long this will last, can these services survive
the storm? - Nicole O’Sullivan

CAN ‘BUY NOW, 
PAY LATER’ 
SERVICES SURVIVE 
THE STORM? 



Ambleside in the news





Port Fairy Marathon
Congratulations to the committee of the Port Fairy Marathon for hosting such an 
incredible event!  The event comprises the marathon, a half marathon, 10km’s and 
3.5km. 

Ambleside is proud to support the event as a sponsor. Many of us enjoyed the day 
and the sunshine in Port Fairy!  James and his kids, Lachie and Charlotte, 
completed the 3.5km, Lauren’s son, Leigh and our practice manager, Katherine, ran 
the half marathon and Nicole completed the 10km.  Congratulations to Nicole who 
ran in a personal best, at 46.44 minutes. 



Lauren’s Breakfast Granola

Ingredients

• 3 tablespoons coconut oil (or butter)
• 2 tablespoons chia seeds
• 2 cups of almonds, cashew nuts, 

pecans, walnuts, pumpkin seeds, 
chopped roughly

• 3 cups coconut flakes
• 1 cup of oats
• 3 tablespoons of rice malt syrup 

(optional)

Method

Mix all together and pop in the 
oven for 30 minutes until golden 
in colour. 

Lauren serves her muesli with 
her favourite yoghurt and fruit. 
Also delicious with milk or an 
afternoon snacks.


